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 A Practical Proposal Though Lady Elizabeth A Practical Proposal Though Lady Elizabeth
Wayland would rather spend her days with herWayland would rather spend her days with her
beloved books than an uncaring spouse, scandalbeloved books than an uncaring spouse, scandal
forces her to find a match posthaste. To escape theforces her to find a match posthaste. To escape the
scoundrel who almost ruined her, Elizabeth acceptsscoundrel who almost ruined her, Elizabeth accepts
an unconventional proposal from a childhood friend.an unconventional proposal from a childhood friend.
But when she finds herself falling for her husband-to-But when she finds herself falling for her husband-to-
be, will she be able to convince him to return herbe, will she be able to convince him to return her
love? Widowed cotton mill owner Miles Hawthornelove? Widowed cotton mill owner Miles Hawthorne
vowed to never marry again&#151;until Elizabeth'svowed to never marry again&#151;until Elizabeth's
reputation is on the line. Their betrothal begins as areputation is on the line. Their betrothal begins as a
simple favor. As he spends more time with hissimple favor. As he spends more time with his
fiancée, though, Miles finds that there's more to herfiancée, though, Miles finds that there's more to her
than he ever saw before. And Elizabethan he ever saw before. And Elizabe
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 Learning DATABASE fundamentals just got a Learning DATABASE fundamentals just got a
whole lot EASIER! Now you can design, build, andwhole lot EASIER! Now you can design, build, and
manage a fully functional database with ease.manage a fully functional database with ease.
Thoroughly updated to cover the latest technologiesThoroughly updated to cover the latest technologies
and techniques, Databases Demystified, Secondand techniques, Databases Demystified, Second
Edition gives you the hands-on help you need to getEdition gives you the hands-on help you need to get
started. Wstarted. W
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 Good ol’ American thumb wrestling meets the East Good ol’ American thumb wrestling meets the East
with this unique kit that brings the competitivewith this unique kit that brings the competitive
Japanese contact sport to both wrestling and sumoJapanese contact sport to both wrestling and sumo
enthusiasts all over the world! This humorous kitenthusiasts all over the world! This humorous kit
includes two rubber sumo wrestlers that cover yourincludes two rubber sumo wrestlers that cover your
thumbs, and a 32-page guide packed with funthumbs, and a 32-page guide packed with fun
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Volume 2Volume 2

  The highly anticipated sequel to Close Liaisons . .  The highly anticipated sequel to Close Liaisons . .
.  .  

Effective Python: 59 Specific Ways to WriteEffective Python: 59 Specific Ways to Write
Better Python (Effective Software DevelopmentBetter Python (Effective Software Development
Series)Series)

 It's easy to start writing code with Python: that's It's easy to start writing code with Python: that's
why the language is so immensely popular.why the language is so immensely popular.
However, Python has unique strengths, charms,However, Python has unique strengths, charms,
and expressivity that can be hard to grasp at first --and expressivity that can be hard to grasp at first --
as well as hidden pitfalls that can easily trip you up ifas well as hidden pitfalls that can easily trip you up if
you aren't aware of them. Effective Python wilyou aren't aware of them. Effective Python wil
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